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From the editors  
Welcome to the third issue of the EUCLID project newsletter. [Read More]

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Be informed  
FP7/ICT Cooperation Programme – Call 8 is open!

The 8th Call for Proposals has been published on July 20, 2011 by the European Commission under 
the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) theme of the FP7 “Cooperation Programme”

(FP7-ICT-2011-8). Deadline for proposal submissions is January 17, 2012. [Read More]

Be prepared for the ICT Call 9: the call opens on 18th January 2012
ICT Call 9 of the 7th Framework Programme is expected to be open on 18th January 2012 , with the close date on

17th April 2012. The European Commission already organised an Info Day on Call 9 in Brussels last November, 
all the presentation will be published on the EU website. [Read More]

HYCON2 Position Paper on Systems and Control Science:
The aim of the paper is to demonstrate that control is a core technology to cope with 

the current challenges for the European society and to point out the main needs 
for research in systems and control within the next decade. [Read More]

Do you know about European technology platforms opportunities? 
The European technology platform is the tool to help you raise 

your organization’s visibility and to identify a relevant partner. [Read More]
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Euclid project: what has happened during the past months? 
FOCUS TOPIC: 

• Report on Networked Monitoring and Control Systems … [Read More]

• Panel discussion on “Energy and environmental challenges in emerging regions opportunities 
for control and monitoring technologies” at IFAC WC, Milan, August 2011… [Read More]

• EECI European PhD award on Embedded Systems and Networked Control... [Read More]

• EUCLID Promotional guide/Catalog of Indian organisations... [Read More]
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Meet your future partners at the EUCLID upcoming events 
Euclid workshop “Foundations and future perspectives to cooperate in control and monitoring with India”: 

pre-conference event at the 50th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control and 
European Control Conference (Orlando, Florida, US) in December 2011…  [Read More]

Workshop on the theme: From Data to Information – 
methods and technology for monitoring and estimation in India, February 2012. [Read More]

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Recent Press Release 
Europe acting together to promote research and innovation cooperation with India… [Read More] 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Other relevant initiatives
FP7 Coordination and Support Action EUINCOOP… [Read More]

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Be part of the EU-Indian monitoring and control community 
Are you looking for partners for a research proposal? Do you have experience 

or suggestions you would like to share? Please contact us… [Read More]
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Strengthening EU-India collaboration in networked 
monitoring and control systems technologies

3

Dear Readers,

We are pleased to welcome you once again to the
pages of our third newsletter.      

2011 is coming to an end! 

This is the perfect time to 'look back' but also to look
forward to the future. 2011 has been a very intensive
year for the EULID project: 
During the last few months we issued a brief report
on Networked Monitoring and Control Systems
Technologies in the European Union and India: R&D
priorities and EU-Indian cooperation. We organised
events bringing together European and Indian spe-
cialists, such as a EU-India cooperation meeting mon-
itoring and control with over 60 participants
(Bangalore, April 2011), and a panel discussion on
“Energy and environmental challenges in emerging
regions – opportunities for control and monitoring
technologies” at IFAC WC Milan, August 2011. All our
events are aimed to exchange experience and discuss
possible actions to reinforce cooperation EU-India in
monitoring and control systems technologies.

A promotional guide/ Catalog of monitoring and con-
trol Indian organisations was also elaborated and dis-

patched in order to raise awareness about Indian
competencies to their European counterparts to
enhance the collaborative opportunities. We would
like to thank you for your participation in EUCLID
events, and we were also very happy to receive your
feedback with a high satisfaction rating, and your
suggestions..

The end of 2011 – beginning of 2012 period is even
more promising: the workshop on “Foundations and
future perspectives to cooperate in control and mon-
itoring with India” at CDC-ECC (European Control
Conference), Orlando, US on December 2011, the
events in India in February 2011 in Bangalore
…Plenty of challenging works again. 

Are you an EU researcher seeking opportunities in
India? Do you have particular interests in participat-
ing in FP7 programmes, in upcoming ICT Calls 9, and
in European Technology Platforms? Have you been
working with Indian organisations and you would
like to share your experience? The third EUCLID
newsletter will bring you fresh insights about
EU-Indian cooperation, Euclid activities and
complex system engineering in Europe. 

Happy reading!
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From the editors

Franc,oise Lamnabhi
Lagarrigue, 
CNRS/European
Embedded Control
Institute

Hiri Jamadagni,
Indian Institute of
Sciences, Bangalore,
India

Viswanath Talasila, 
Honeywell Techno-
logy Solutions Labs,
India

Svetlana Klessova,
inno TSD, France
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The 8th Call for Proposals has been published on July
20, 2011 by the European Commission under the
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
theme of the FP7 “Cooperation Programme” (FP7-
ICT-2011-8). The deadline to submit your proposal is
January 17, 2012.

Examples of Challenges/Objectives opened for Call 8,
according to the ICT Work Programme 2011/12 

Challenge 1:
Pervasive and Trusted Network and Service
Infrastructures
ICT-2011.1.1 Future Networks
ICT-2011.1.2 Cloud Computing, Internet of Services

and Advanced Software Engineering(a)
ICT-2011.1.4 Trustworthy ICT
ICT-2011.1.6 Future Internet Research and

Experimentation (FIRE) (b), (c), (e)

Challenge 3:
Alternative Paths to Components and Systems
ICT-2011.3.1 Very advanced nanoelectronic compo-

nents: design, engineering, technology and manu-
facturability

ICT 2011.3.2 Smart components and smart systems
integration (b)

ICT 2011.3.5 Core and disruptive photonic technolo-
gies (a), (c), (d)

Challenge 6:
ICT for a Low Carbon Economy
ICT-2011.6.1 Smart Energy Grids 
ICT-2011.6.3 ICT for efficient water resources man-

agement
ICT-2011.6.7 Cooperative Systems for energy effi-

cient and sustainable mobility

Future and Emerging Technologies (FET)
ICT-2011 9.6: FET Proactive: Unconventional

Computation (UCOMP)
ICT-2011.9.7: FET Proactive: Dynamics of Multi-Level

Complex Systems (DyM-CS)
ICT-2011.9.8: FET Proactive: Minimising Energy

Consumption of Computing to the Limit (MINECC)
ICT-2011.9.12: Coordinating Communities,

Identifying new research topics for FET Proactive
initiatives and Fostering Networking of National
and Regional Research Programmes (a), (b), (c), (d)

ICT-2011.9.14 'Science of Global Systems'

For more information: 
Download the call fiche 
and work programme on 
the Participant 

FP7/ICT Cooperation
Programme – Call 8 is open!

Be informed

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/page/cooperation?callIdentifier=FP7-ICT-2011-8
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ICT Call 9 of the 7th Framework Programme is expected to
be open on 18th January 2012 , with the close date on
17th April 2012. The European Commission already organ-
ised an Info Day on Call 9 in Brussels last November but all
the presentation will be published on the EU website.
Acoording to The Work Programme 2011/12 the fol-
lowing Challenges/Objectives will be open for Call 9.

Challenge 2: Cognitive systems and robotics
ICT 2011.2.1 Cognitive Systems and Robotics (b), (c), (e)

Challenge 4: Technologies for Digital Content
and Languages
ICT 2011.4.3 Digital Preservation

Challenge 5: ICT for Health, Ageing Well,
Inclusion and Governance
ICT 2011.5.2 Virtual Physiological Human (a), (b),(d)

Challenge 8: ICT for Learning and Access to
Cultural Resources
ICT 2011.8.2 ICT for access to cultural resources

Future and Emerging Technologies

The EUCLID team is available to provide more informa-
tion and assistance to Indian teams. Please contact: 
deepali.talasila@gmail.com (in India)
Viswanath.Talasila@Honeywell.com (in India)
Naveena.CRASTA@lss.supelec.fr (in Europe)

For more information: 
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Be prepared for the ICT Call
9: the call opens on 18th

January 2012

After recalling what control science is, ten cru-
cial needs of society where control will make a
strong impact in the next decade are sketched.
The next section summarizes some of the
main challenges behind these applications
without describing methodologies and tools. 

This is followed by a list of new sectors where
control will have also very probably a major
role to play. Finally some operational rec-
ommendations are listed in order to pro-
vide the means to develop this extremely
important scientific and technological
discipline whose critical role in ICT is essen-
tial to meet European Policies in the future. 

For more 
information: 

The aim of this report, supported by major industrials and aca-
demia, is to demonstrate that CONTROL is at the heart of the
Information and Communication Technologies of complex
systems and as a consequence should be supported as a pri-
ority in the coming Work Programmes both at the level of
enabling technologies and at application level, including PPP
“Public Private Partnership” on Energy-efficient buildings,
Factories of Future and European Green cars Initiatives.  

HYCON2 Position Paper
on Systems and Control
Science

http://www.hycon2.eu/extrafiles/CONTROL_position_paper_FP8_28_10_2011.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/page/cooperation?callIdentifier=FP7-ICT-2011-8 
mailto:Naveena.CRASTA@lss.supelec.fr
mailto:Viswanath.Talasila@Honeywell.com
mailto:deepali.talasila@gmail.com
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• European technology platforms concept:

European Technology Platforms (ETPs) help indus-
trial and academic research communities in specif-
ic technology fields to co-ordinate their research
and tailor it to a common “strategic research agen-
da” (SRA), which sets out research & development
(R&D) goals, time frames and action plans for tech-
nological advances that are relevant to industry
and society. SRA’s aim to mobilise a critical mass of
national and European public and private
resources.

• A grasp of benefits:

1) Target directly the ones that you want to cooper-
ate with in collaborative research. 

2) Build the required multi-disciplinary skills 
3) Increase your visibility and communication with

the European industries 
4) Make you visible to each other for the exchange

of technology ideas, cross- fertilization.
5) Assemble the necessary financial resources 

• Lessons learnt so far:

Early experience from the platforms in ICT is posi-
tive. ETPs have successfully mobilised players and
created a momentum at the highest industrial and
political levels. In the area of Embedded Systems
for example, the Platform will position Europe in
the lead not only in supplying ICT products and
services but also in using them in all other industri-
al sectors such as automotive, aerospace, medical
equipments and pharmaceuticals.

• Interested in ETPs?

If you are interested in international ICT coopera-
tion projects, the European technology platforms
might be the tool to help you raise your organiza-
tion’s visibility and to identify relevant partners.

PROJECT NEWSLETTER 3.    DECEMBER 2011
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Do you know about european 
technology platforms opportunities?

Artemisia
ARTEMISIA is the association for R&D actors in
Advanced Research & Technology for EMbedded
Intelligence and Systems. The association was found-
ed in January 2007 by Daimler, Nokia, Philips,
STMicroelectronics and Thales. Its purpose is to sup-
port the ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking and to continue
the work of the ARTEMIS European Technology
Platform. This platform is still running with more than
200 members across Europe. Companies and
research centres are welcome to join ARTEMESIA. It
is a unique opportunity to influence the European
R&D policy. The platform is an important step to help
accelerate the development of technologies. The plat-
form provides a possibility for the stakeholders to
define research and development priorities, time-
frames, action plans on strategically important issues. 

Website: www.artemis-ia.eu

The fee: 
EUR 1,000 for Associates
EUR 1,000 for SMEs (A members)
EUR 1,000 for Research Organisations (B members)
EUR 5,000 for Corporate Organisations < 500m 
(C members<500m)
>EUR 10,000 for Corporate Organisations > 500m 
(C members>500m)

Contact: 
Ad ten Berg 
E-mail: ad.ten.berg@artemisia-association.eu
Mobile: + 31 6 22 410710

mailto:ad.ten.berg@artemisia-association.eu
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EPOSS 
EPoSS, the European Technology Platform on Smart
Systems Integration, is an industry-driven policy ini-
tiative, defining R&D and innovation needs as well as
policy requirements related to Smart Systems
Integration and integrated Micro- and Nanosystems.
A group of major industrial companies and research
organizations from more than 20 European Member
States intend to co-ordinate their activities in Smart
Systems Integration. The main objective is to develop
a Vision and to set-up a Strategic Research Agenda
on Innovative Smart Systems Integration.

Website: www.smart-systems-integration.org

The fee:
EUR 6.000 for large companies
EUR 3.000 for SMEs or public research organizations
EUR 1.500 for universities.

Contact: 
Mr. Wolfgang Gessner 
contact@smart-systems-integration.org 
Tel.: +49 30 310078-155

HYCON2:
HIGHLY-COMPLEX AND NETWORKED CONTROL
SYSTEMS

HYCON2 stimulates and establishes the long-term
integration of the European research community,
leading institutions and industry in the strategic field
of control of complex, large-scale, and networked
dynamical systems. It interconnects scattered groups
to create critical mass, and provides the necessary
visibility and communication with the European
industries. HYCON2 assesses and coordinate basic
and applied research, from fundamental analytical
properties of complex systems to control design
methodologies with networking, self-organising and
system-wide coordination. 
HYCON2 has identified several applications domains
to motivate, integrate, and evaluate research in net-
worked control. These domains are ground and aero-
space transportation, electrical power networks,
process industries, and biological and medical systems. 

Website: www.hycon2.eu
Free of charge.

Interested in joining any of these Technology Platforms?

Contact Euclid at g.hristozova@inno-group.com for the next steps!

mailto:g.hristozova@inno-group.com
mailto:contact@smart-systems-integration.org 
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What are the R&D priorities in networked monitoring
and control systems? What are the funding instru-
ments for EU-Indian collaboration? Why is coopera-
tion attractive for researchers? 

Looking at our future, considering the role and needs
of industrial technologies in EU and India, the EUCLID
team has prepared a report on Networked Monitoring
and Control Systems technologies in European Union
and India:  R&D priorities and EU-Indian coopera-
tion”. The main conclusions and recommendations
are provided here.

It is based on the results from the previous report
“Societal and Industrial needs in India for monitoring
and control: Focus on Transportation, Energy, Water,
Industrial Automation and HealthCare”. The first part
of the present report will give you a brief overview on
Networked Monitoring and Control Systems technolo-
gies and highlight the wide range of its multi-discipli-
nary topics. The second part will provide you crucial

information regarding the state-of-the-art and main
challenges for monitoring and control technologies in
the important sectors both for Europe and for India,
such as transportation, energy, water, biological and
medical.

The report showed both the European and Indian
research and funding priorities in monitoring and
control. It highlights cooperation experience of
European and Indian organisations in monitoring and
control systems technologies, in particular under the
7th Framework programme but also under the bilater-
al programmes. 

The present document lays out motivations to collab-
orate, makes attempts to understand bottlenecks hin-
dering the cooperation process and provides ground
for developing further recommendations.

http://www.euclid-india.eu/R&D-priorities-EU-Indian-
cooperation

The EUCLID project team organized two events in the
framework of the 18th World Congress of the
International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC)
2011 Milan: 

• EUCLID Round Table: Cooperation perspec-
tives between EU and India on monitoring,
systems & control science on August 30, 2011 

• EUCLID Panel Discussion: Energy and
Environmental Challenges in Emerging Regions –
Opportunities for Control and Monitoring
Technologies on August 31, 2011.

Analysing the R&D priorities and EU-Indian cooperation
in networked monitoring and control systems…

Euclid at IFAC WC 2011

THE EUCLID PROJECT: 
what has happened during the past months? 
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Panelists were:

• Dr Tariq Samad, Corporate Fellow, Honeywell
Automation and Control Solutions

• Dr Jean-Luc Dormoy, Yello Strom, Director of
the EDF Group Programme on Home Technology
and Smart Metering, EDF Group, France

• Professor S.S. Murthy, Electrical Engineering, IIT
Delhi, India

• Dr Andrew D Paice, Head of R&D Controls,
Schindler

• Yuanzhang Sun, Dean, School of Electrical
Engineering, Wuhan University, China

• Re’gis Hourdouillie, Smart Grid Director –
Innovation and Demonstration Projects, Alstom Grid

• Maren Kuschke, Research Assistant and PhD
student, Sustainable Electric Networks and
Sources of Energy (SENSE) Lab, Technische
Universita..t Berlin, Germany 

A specific focus for the session was on emerging
economies, especially India and China. It is in these
geographies that power and energy demand is grow-
ing rapidly; clean energy solutions must address pri-
orities there. Recent data on generation mix, power
system infrastructure developments, and government
policies and priorities were briefly reviewed. A few

imperatives bear special emphasis: reduction and
redistribution of energy consumption in homes, build-
ings, and industries; more reliable transmission and
distribution infrastructure; increased penetration of
renewable generation; and adjustment of consump-
tion demand in conditions of uncertain and intermit-
tent supply. 

The role of control in two critical technology-rich
areas was discussed: energy efficiency and smart
grids. For example, energy efficiency is the obvious
first recourse and it is applicable from the generation
station to the residential, commercial, or industrial
end user. Advanced control and optimization solu-
tions have been successfully deployed, including in
emerging regions, and opportunities exist for far
greater impact. One challenge that needs to be
addressed is that of process-model mismatch over
time, resulting in decreasing performance of model-
based solutions. Energy efficiency in the transmission
and distribution system is a higher priority item in
emerging regions than in developed countries (where
T&D losses are in single-digit percentages). 

The discussion was oriented around three main ques-
tions:
• Differentiation between developed economies and

emerging regions with regards to energy and envi-
ronmental challenges 

• Avenues for research and development in monitor-
ing and control technologies, with application to
energy efficiency and smart grids relevant for
emerging regions

• Thoughts on how we can improve collaboration
and coordination between the control and moni-
toring communities in the developed and emerg-
ing economies

For more 
information:

http://www.euclid-india.eu/european-networking-and-dissemination-event
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Searching for new collaboration opportunity in
NMCS?

Euclid team developed a catalog to highlight and pro-
mote the research competencies and interests of
Indian organizations. 

This catalogue aims to provide information about
Indian research monitoring and control competen-
cies to the European counterparts to highlight possi-

ble collaborative opportunities. The main target
groups for the catalogue are European research and
academic institutions and companies looking for
partners in India for joint R&D projects in the area of
monitoring and control systems. 

The catalogue is structured according to the type of
organizations grouping them into public, R&D institu-
tions and private organisations that exhibit research
interests. The catalogue details the collective
research interests of the respective departments
along with the projects ongoing and executed. 

We would like to thank all the organizations who col-
laborate in the elaboration of this catalog and we
hope that it will help you in finding the right partners!  

Download 
the Guide here: 

EUCLID  Promotional guide/
Catalog of Indian Monitoring and control organisations 

EECI European PhD award on
Embedded Systems and
Networked Control
At the EUCLID panel, Prof. Sebastian ENGELL, Vice-
President of European Embedded Control Institute,
announced the winner of the EECI European PhD award on
Embedded Systems and Networked Control.  The award was
given to Ulrich Mu..nz, working on "Delay Robustness in
Cooperative Control", under the supervision of Dr 
F. Allgo..wer.

http://www.euclid-india.eu/catalogue
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Foundations and future perspectives to cooper-
ate in control and monitoring with India 

Project Euclid is pleased to announce pre-conference
CDC-ECC-2011 workshop "Foundations and future
perspectives to cooperate in control and monitoring
with India" (Orlando, FL, December 11 2011). 

Main organizers: Mathukumalli Vidyasagar
(University of Texas at Dallas), Franзoise Lamnabhi-
Lagarrigue (CNRS/EECI), Hiri Jamadagni (IISC
Bangalore), Svetlana Klessova (inno TSD). 

Speakers and moderators: Ravi Banavar (IIT
Bombay, India), Sebastian Engell (TU Dortmund,
Germany), Hiri Jamadagni (IISC Bangalore, India),
Pramod P. Khargonekar (University of Florida,
US), Svetlana Klessova (inno, France), P. R. Kumar
(University of Illinois, US), Franc,oise Lamnabhi-
Lagarrigue (CNRS-EECI, France), Romeo Ortega
(CNRS, France), Tariq Samad (Honeywell, US),
Mathukumalli Vidyasagar (University of Texas at
Dallas, US).

The workshop aims to review foundations and Indian
contributions to monitoring and control systems

research during the past five decades, to highlight lat-
est worldwide trends and key challenges for research,
development and innovation in systems and control
technology and to inform the audience about cooper-
ation opportunities. Indeed, India has a proud her-
itage in mathematics, leading to systems engineering
and monitoring technologies. The root of contempo-
rary linear system theory may be traced to Aryabatta,
unquestionably the father of the Diophantine equa-
tion, as it is known in the west. More recent examples
include a systematic approach to randomized algo-
rithms for solving NP-hard design problems. The
realm of contributions of the invited speakers is
extremely wide. It covers fundamental methodologi-
cal research like input-output theory, large scale sys-
tems, H_infinity theory, and adaptive and stochastic
control. It includes also seminal contributions in clas-
sical applied fields like power systems, power elec-
tronics and robotics, as well as cutting edge areas like
wireless communication system and bio-medical
applications. All the speakers have kept very close
contact with India and have played a major role in fos-
tering collaborations with the EU and the USA. Their
complementary expertise will help to inspire the audi-
ence on new challenges in the topic. The workshop
will be relevant and useful to all those who are inter-
ested in new insights on challenges and opportunities
in control systems and monitoring, including gradu-
ate students and post-doctoral researchers. 

For more 
information: 

Come to the 50th CDC-ECC
2011 workshop along with
the EUCLID team! 

Meet your future partners 
at the EUCLID upcoming events

http://www.euclid-india.eu/cdc-ecc
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From Data to Information – methods and technology 
for monitoring and estimation: Euclid event in India,
February 2012

EUCLID is organizing a 1 day workshop on the theme:
From Data to Information – methods and tech-
nology for monitoring and estimation. 

The workshop will be held in Bangalore on February
15th, 2011. The workshop attendees will comprise of
researchers from the EU and from India. EUCLID con-
ducted a delegation tour to India in April 2011, the goal
of the that visit was to primarily facilitate networking
among Indian and EU researchers. The goal of the
planned EUCLID workshop is to take this networking to
the logical extension, by organizing concrete technical
discussions around the theme of “Data to Information”.
This will enable researchers from both regions to have
a deeper understanding of each other’s work; which
can enable the collaboration in Networked Monitoring
and Control to be more concrete and better.

The workshop will be held prior to the ACODS confer-
ence (www.acods.org) which is an international con-
ference being conducted at the Indian Institute of
Science (IISc). This will ensure that top Indian
researchers will also be present at the EUCLID work-
shop. Attendees at the workshop will present their lat-
est research work; and this will form the theme for
future collaboration. As a part of this, the HYCON2
position paper on Systems and Control in FP8 will be
presented to give Indian researchers a concrete idea
of the future research issues in systems and control in
the EU.

For more information about 
this event, contact: 
deepali.talasila@gmail.com 

Awareness Raising and Information
Campaign in India

13–24 June 2011

The European Union and its Member States have organ-
ised together a series of information seminars through-

out India to raise awareness among Indian research
stakeholders about the opportunities that they can offer
for research and innovation cooperation. During the
campaign 26 speakers from Belgium, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, the United
Kingdom, as well as from the Delegation of the
European Union, made 100 presentations in 27 key
research and innovation hot spots in India.

More than 3000 researchers, students and industry
representatives attended the events. You can find all
the documents that was handed out during the
campaign on the link below: 

RECENT PRESS RELEASE
Europe acting together to
promote research and inno-
vation cooperation with
India

http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/eu_india/science_and_technology/st_awereness_campaign/index_en.htm
mailto:deepali.talasila@gmail.com 
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The Coordination and Support Action “EU-India
Fostering Cooperation in Computing Systems”
(EUINCOOP) has been funded under the EU’s
Research Framework Programme. The EUINCOOP proj-
ect started on 1 October 2011, by a consortium of
European and Indian research institutions and technol-
ogy developers to identify future areas for coordination
of government funded IT research, supported by over
Ђ460 thousand in European Commission funding
spread over two years. The project intends to take a
“consensus building approach” by bringing together
researchers and stakeholders from both regions under
a common forum for discussing and analysing research
agendas in computing systems, paving the way for the
development of a joint research roadmap.  The roadmap
and recommendations will be used to identify areas of
common interests and foster closer links between
Government funded research projects in Europe and
India. Further information about the project can be
found at http://www.euincoop.eu 

The project partners are:
1. Foundation for Research and Technology – Hellas

(FORTH), Greece (project coordinator)
2. KYOS, Switzerland
3. The Open Group, UK
4. Indian Institute of Science (IISc), India
5. Centre for Development of Advanced Computing

(CDAC), India
6. Interactive Technology, Software and Media

Association (ITSMA), India

The project will organise dedicated thematic working
groups with experts from both regions to discuss and
identify the ongoing activities in both Europe and India,
so that closer cooperation can be identified for joint
research projects in the computing systems technolo-

gies. The experts’ meeting reports will be produced for
wider consultation through dissemination activities and
interactive exchange of ideas among the computing
systems research community. Figure 1 shows the areas
to be addressed for the future evolution of computer
systems, covering multiple topics of interest for both
regions.

The Project activities have started with the analysis of
regional scenarios, key topics of mutual interest and
technical competences from both regions. The analysis
will lead to the development of a catalogue of key actors
from both regions that identifies their expertise, visions
and interest to collaborate. An experts group from the
key actors in each region will be constituted to develop
the roadmap, so that follow-on actions including Euro-
India brokerage events both in Europe and India can be
organised. These will further refine the roadmap of the
future challenges and create collaborations both
in research and commercial areas. The project is
developing a project portal www.euincoop.eu to
involve the stakeholders with an interactive forum
to exchange ideas, discuss the key issues, and get feed-
back from the larger community. The project will also
create more informative brochures and leaflets to cre-
ate awareness in the community about computing sys-
tems, the technology spectrum and competences. 

OTHER RELEVANT INITIATIVES
FP7 Coordination and Support Action EUINCOOP
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Are you looking for partners for a research proposal?
Do you have experience you would like to share? Do
you have a NMCS related seminar, conference or pub-
lication you would like to promote? If so, please send
information to any of the following contacts:

Europe:
• Franc,oise Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue

Francoise.Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue@lss.supelec.fr
• Gergana Hristozova (inno TSD)

g.hristozova@inno-group.com
• Svetlana Klessova (inno-TSD): 

project coordinator s.klessova@inno-group.com

India: 
• Dr. Hiri Jamadagni

hsjam@cedt.iisc.ernet.in
• Dr. Viswanath Talasila

Viswanath.Talasila@Honeywell.com

We need your feedback! Are you:
• an Indian graduate student or researcher in moni-

toring and control working in Europe? 
• A European specialist supervising Indian young

researchers / graduate students? 
• A European specialist working in India or with

India? 

Please contact the project coordinator Svetlana
Klessova s.klessova@inno-group.com to answer a
few questions that will help us to advance win-win
EU-Indian cooperation in monitoring and con-
trol systems technologies. Thank you. 

For further, up-to-date information concerning Euclid
news, activities and events in monitoring and con-
trol, we encourage you to regularly visit our project
web site www.euclid-india.eu 
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Be part of the EU-Indian monitoring 
and control community…

The results will be disseminated at
key events both in Europe and
India, so that researchers can
establish new consortiums for
future joint research activities.

EUINCOOP participated in the
recently held IT.biz conference in
Bangalore to present the planned
activities and provide an overview
of the European research agenda
in the area of computing systems,

and to seek the cooperation from
Indian experts. The project will
participate in the upcoming eIndia
and HiPC events in India, and
HiPEAC conferences in Europe.

mailto:s.klessova@inno-group.com
mailto:Viswanath.Talasila@Honeywell.com
mailto:hsjam@cedt.iisc.ernet.in
mailto:s.klessova@inno-group.com
mailto:g.hristozova@inno-group.com
mailto:Francoise.Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue@lss.supelec.fr



